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CHAPTER I 

HOTDDUCTION 

A method of personality evaluation knoim as the Q«^eehniqiie has 

been I'ecently introduced into the f ield of pajycholo^. The Q-technique 

i s a tes t made up of self-refei*once stateoente, printed on cards, iMch 

the subjeet i s asked to distribute Into categories of a preeeribed mmr» 

ber, roalciii-; a forcod-nox%uCl distribution. The cards can be sorted under 

a variety of InstrtKstions. The subject wajf be told to sort the cards in 

terms of vha.t he i s (self-sort) , in t&nm of tdrnt he iwuld l ike to be 

(ideal-sort), and in terms of airl icabil i ty to other persons (bestnaciand-

eort or casual«-fViend-sort). The subject plaees at csie mid of the d ie tr i -

baticm the cards most deeerl^lve of hlmeeUt or the persons xepresented, 

n^ille at the opposite eaad, he places the least descriptive cards. In the 

oent<»* of the distribution, the subject places the ites^ about vMx^h he 

i s undecided or indifferent."^ 

The Prd^l^a 

The major puri^se of this slaidy is to detennine -shether sonie factor 

siailfflr to retroactive inhibition i s operative in suoh a manner as to 

affect the rel iabi l i ty of sorts ^@n the Q--technique is used by one person 

for more than one sort. In other ncrde, the study i s to determine idiether 

^Rosaline F. liymand, "An Adjustaaent Score for Q-6orts", The 
Joumal of Coneulting Paychology, XVII (1953 )i 339-3UO. 



there is any effect upon the reliability of a selfHiort, a sort of a 

best friend, and an Ideal-eort by the InterpolAtioa of other sorte. 

Retroactive inhibition is defined as the adverse effect upon 

Intention of an activity by the Interpolation of a similar activity 

between learning m d recall. Retroactive inhibition, then, refers to 

the difference in degree of forgetting caused by the interpolation of 

a fortnal learning task as compared vdth a time interval free of formal 

leamlnf; aetlvity. 
1*' 

In this experiment, the reliabHilisr of the sorts i s tested under 

two different oondltionsi (1) tdth no interpolated sorts and (2) with 

three sorts interpolated* Since the subjects 'Rere not instmoted to 

recall their first sort, a true jBieasure of retroactive inhibition isas 

not being tested. 

Importance of the Study 

The Q-technique mas devised at the Couneeling Center of the 

University of Chicago tinder the direction of Wmiaro Stei^nson to 

provide a measure of the effects of therapy. A person iiho pnasenta 

himself for therapy presumably feels in need of a change. Th^^efore, 

to measure the effects of therapy, there must be soine method of assess

ing his status before and after therapy, and some ©xplicit standard 

agatast .hi^h 11.. Aanfja, If any, can be m.«««d.2 

A study for a dootor^s dissertation in counseling and guidanee^* 

gibid., p. 3iiO. 
^Frances Fx^sse, "Sone Aspects of Sorting Behavior on a Q-

hnlque Stwdv of Friendships AjMing Freshman Gollê :̂  Womeii Residing 
in DopBiitcries^, lYoposed Doctor'sHissertition i^eounsaling and If 
guidance, University of Texas. 



utilising tlia Q«4ieolinique, is in progress to detttcmine ^nheth^ there is 

a tendency in the population used tot (1) claim similar Ideals, (2) re* 

port sleiilar self-concepts, (3) perceive their friends as similar to each 

other as TROU as to the ideal-ccncept and to the Deli-c nccpt, and (U) 

fon& a continuum in the ability to evaluate the self-eyatem of acquaint^ 

ances ranging from close friends to rejected vx^rsons. 

I«hen the Q-technique Is used by the aaine person for more than 

one sort, the same statements are used for each sort* therefore, i t is 

Important to determine i^ether learning is oarrled crrer from one sort to 

the MDct, mad i^ether Interpolated s orts affect the original sort. For 

exasple, ^ ^ i the subject does an idealnsort or a be8t«friend--6art, i t 

might affect the nay that he -muld do a selfH9K>rt. 



CHAPTER I I 

HISTORY OF TIffi Q-TECHWIQUE 

Phase It 1912-3^ 

Howrer^ states tha t the Q-technique may be defined as the "cor

rela t ion of persons". Thus, ly correlating persons, rather than t e s t s , 

a "coefficient of reliability*' T?ifas reached for a group with respect to 

rat ings which the individual rembers of the group -mre a l l asked to 

make. This was the f i r s t use of the Q-technique. 

Another use for the correlation of persons was the isolation of 

personality t r a i t s or "factors". The ear l ies t use of the method ims 

that of Burt and Davies In 1912 in a study of imagery Vpes a ong 

school children. Burt^ followed a fa i r ly systematic proKram using the 

method of correlation of persons to investirate temperjEaontal tvpes and 

aesthetic appreciation. He stated that the method appeared especially 

suited for numerous incidental problems in educational and vocational 

ccaidance, such as study i n : the preferences of children and adults, for 

assessing "the agreement araono: school or university exaniners, for 

estimating the r e l i ab i l i t y of psychological observers, for analysing 

the nature of alleged temperamental and cl inical ty jes , and generally 

%Iobart I owresr, i cvchotherapy, Theory and iresearch, (New Yorkt 
The RonaQ-d Press Carn->ar̂ , lJ?53), 319. 

^Ibid. , pp. 328-330. 



for a l l Inquiries in which the performances of the examinees had to be 

compared tdth a subjective rather than an objective standard. 

Phase l i t 1935-4i2 

Godfrey Thomson and William Stephenson^ date the inception of 

the Q-«technique in 1935• Stephenson's f irs t published statement re^^ard-

ing the Q-technique appeared in Nature in an article entitled "Technique 

of Factor Analysis". In the British Journal of -Psychology in 1935, 

Stephftison f i r s t called his technique 0, as the sign for conflation 

betiween persotiBf so distinguishing i t from correlations such as r be-

tueen two tes ts . He believed that personality traits were readily open 

to Investigation by vorr of the Q*technique. Stephenson suggested that 

a population of traits be selected and arranged in an order of represen

tativeness for the Individual, those most characteristic of him being 

given hirji scores, and those least characteristic beln^: given low scores. 

Stephenson and TbaiaDorJ were the f irst to propose that factor 

analysis be applied to correlation bet-neen persons. Stephenson did 

much to put the solution of the problem of heterogeneity of test scores 

into practical effect, aad he added an important computational aid. By 

means of the forced-discrimination technique by which subjects were 

required to sort items into a normal distribution, the rean of the d i s 

tribution automatically becomes the same for each subject, as does the 

standard deviation. This greatly simplifies the calculation of correla

tion. 

^Ibid., pp. 330-33h. 
7lbld., pp. 33li-336. 



Phase III: 19^2 and After 

The recognition of the unique research possibilities ndiich arise 

idien one starts repeating, not pei'sons or tes t s , but occasions, ¥ias made 

by Bordin in 19U2. Prior to Bordin's study, factor analysis research 

had been restricted to attemyts to arrive at components or traits of 

personality or at characteristic ways in idiich these components combine 

in particular persons to form personality types. Both trait psychology 

and t̂ rpe psychology are essentially static or nondynamic, and both stress 

the elements of nativism or Innateness. But nrfien Bordin began to repeat 

occasions, new possibil it ies opened up for the study of personality move

ment cr change. Bordin used the Q-technique to measure the influence of 

"Uie college ©iivircaiment upon students by ehowlng the changes which were 

produced by such influences. He clearly foresaw the applicability of 

his method to perecmality researoh along the l i f e - l i i » of the individual, 

to the nature-nurture probleri, and to the study of the development of 

attitudes and the conditions fostering their chan^Ds. This i s the f irs t 

application of the dimension or universe of occasions, in addition to 

those of tests and persons .^ 

Shortly after the publication of Bordin's study, Cattell began 

to experiment with another type of correlational procedure involving the 

repetition of occasions. Cattell was the f irst to see the possibility 

of ccrrelatiri:; the results obtained by giving two or more tests on manor 

occasic-is.^ 

Sibld., pp. 337-338. 
9ibid. , r. 338-339. 



10 Stephenscn states that the Q-technique offers an apt basis 

for the study of personality types and t\i)ology» ^he individuality of 

personality structure i s reducible to Q«-technique procedures, and whether 

a person displays Indivldtiality depends upon lack of correlation or i t s 

presence with other personalities. C-toch ique is of ^^reatest Interest 

not as a mediator in disputes about theories of personality, but for Ite 

application to easierImental designs. The Q-technique i s applicable to 

the Rorschach system of descrilin personalities. One could also use 

the Q-technique to find the major interest or attitude areas of an occu-

paticnal groupinf. The Q-technique i s concerned not only with systematic 

forms of typology, but with other various uses such as the description of 

Immediate behavior. 

^^fi'lllian Stephenson, reelings^ md Motions, edit . I'artin L. 
Heymart (Hew Yorkt McOraw^Iill Book Company, 1950;, 5^2-^70. 



CHAPTER i n 

RELATED STUDIES 

The Q-Technique 

Except for the few studies mentioned in Chapter II, practically 

no use was made of correlation between persons by factor analysis until 

I9U8 at the University of Chicago. Since then, there have been several 

studies using the Q-technique to factor people into types and to study 

individual differences. It has been used for putting into operation 

many of the current oonoepts of personality and social psychology. The 

Q-profile is halfway between the idiosyncratic, highly-personalized 

sketch a clinician might write, and the formal diagnostic profile such 

as the Minnesota Kiiltiphasic Personality Inventory or Wechsler Intelli

gence Test yieldi. It provides a basis for studying the homogeneity of 

groups. Any hypothesis that certain people "ro together" because they 

are similar can be tested by these methods. The Q-sort permits comparing 

many different roles which coexist as characteristics In the same indi" 

viduel. The Q-technique is also used to study changes in a person, 

especially during therapy. So far as present research indicates, almost 

any set of statements can be used »a the basis for i-toclmiq le investi

gations. One could use a list of needs, self-statements taken from 

therapy, statements of values, political attitudes, or statements of 

description of overt behavior, 'fllje most common instruction given sub

jects using the Q-technique is for the self-sort. The correlation of 

8 



the therapist with his clients to determine whether the best results 

are obtained with patients like hljnself is an example of the use of the 

self-sort. If self-sorts are obtained for a larre number of people, 

the people can be divided Into types. The correlation of self with ideal 

is an index of claimed self-eatisfaotion.^ 

Rosalind Dymond^2 ̂ g ^ ̂  Q-technique to devise a method of 

assessing a subject's status before and after therapy and to arrive at 

seme explicit standard against iMch the change, if any, could be meas

ured. One hundred self-referent statements were given to each subject 

to distribute into nine categories, putting a prescribed number of 

cards into each, making a forced-normal distribution* ^he instructions 

were that the subject put the cards most descriptive of hijnself at one 

end of the distribution and the least descriptive at the other, with 

the items about which he was indifferent or undecided falling in the 

center. The statecrits r^re derived from therapeutic interviews so as 

to represent both the positive aid nefjative statemsnta that clients 

frequently make about thosselves. Twenty-five cases selected were used 

for each experimental group. From those presenting themselves for therapy, 

a control p?:oup of equal sise of "normals" was also selected. The control 

roup was selected because they had never had psychotherapy and did not 

at the time feel the need for therapy. The oxoupa . cro individually 

matched on the basis of age, sex, aad occupation. Hie sorts of the con

trol group were spaced at the same time interval as the experisaentAl 

11 
•'̂ Lee J. Croriback, CoxTelations between Persons as a Research Tool, 

(ChicagoI %reau of lieaearoh and i>ervice. University of ^hica,ffo, I9i>i;. 
•̂ ^̂ ŷ"̂ "̂ » °P* c i t . t pp. 339-31^2. 
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groups. 

One experlinBntal group did the sorts two months before their 

therp^ started and a<Tain immediately proceeding therapy. The second 

experimental group ha no waiting period but f i rs t did the sorts just 

before therapy. The sorts were done hy both groups six months after 

therapy. 

The mean adjustment score of ths members of the experlmoital 

nraa^Q showed that they described themselves as significantly poorer 

in adjustm®it than the control group. The mean score of the f i r s t 

experimental group did not ehan^e significantly over the two months 

waiting period. The experimental ^oups, as compared wi-Ui the control 

group. Increased their adjustment scores significantly. 

Beok^3 used the Q-technique to do research on schisophrcnia i i 

adults and children. He succeeded in isolating six schisophrenic reaction 

patterns by the use of factor anal^jrais. %e s ix patterns in the schlao-

phrenic gro\q> differed from "normal" in the language of the î orechach 

test items and in the corresponding d ln ica l sense. % concluded that 

a description can be made, by means of the Q-technique, of the kind of 

person r/lic, und^ certain stress, is likely to have hallucinations. 

H a r t l e y gav. one hundred and f If t̂ r staten^snt. to a wc^m yitio 

TOis about to undergo therapy. She was told to sort the cards into 

eleven different groups, making a normal distributi(»i» Hartley had the 

subject sort the cards, not only in terms of the kind of person she 

•̂ %amuel J. Beck, "The Science of Personalityi Nomothetic or 
IdioLTaphic?", The PsycfaoloE^cal I^view, U (1953), 3^3-3^9. 

i^rcfi'/rer, op. cit .» pp. 317-32l»« 
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perceived herself to be, but also in terms of the kind of person 

she would like to be. The pre-treatment self-sort and the pre-

treatment Ideal-sort were co3:Telated. A correlation of .IC was 

found. After therapy, he found the correlation bet\.een the self-

sort and the Ideal-sort to be .81. It was also found that the 

"self" as defined by the self-sort procedure tended to change 

more during the course of pB^ychotherapy than did the ideal-sort. 

At the University of I l l inois , Fwingl^ had his clients 

sort descriptive words and phrases such as "bashful", "dominat

ing", " i l l at ease", and "feelinfjs of inferiority" into six 

groups. ^ subjects were asked to do five different sortsi a 

self-eort, an ideal-scrt, a father-sort, a mother-Goi^, and a 

counselor-sort* As far as possible, the subjects were asked to 

do the same set of sorts after apî ro '̂inatGry ten interviews. 

He used the data to study identification in maladjusted indivi

duals, and the changes which occiurred in the course of thereby. 

lietroactive Inhibition 

i:::oGriments on retroactive inhibition have provided evi

dence for the view that forgetting i s in part dae to interpolated 

activity. In a typical experiment on retroactive inhibiticm, two 

equivalait r̂ oupa m^aorized the same l i s t of nonsense syllables 

( l i s t A). The exp^lmental group then leamod another l i s t of 

^ I b i d . , pp. 32I4-326 
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nonsense syllables (list B ) . V»hile they were doinrr this, the control 

î roup rested. After the exporijnental ^TCfup had learned list B, both 

rroups recalled all that they could of list A. Under these conditions, 

the recall score for the experimental group was rruch lower than for 

the control group•^^ 

Houlahan"^7 found that retention was better vhen a rest period 

was interpolated immediately after learning. He gave one thousand 

school children, separated into equated groups, twenty*-f iva verbs to 

study. They recalled all that they co\ad of the list after twenty*K>ne 

minutes and after twenty-four hours. The experimental group studied 

a list of nouns for seven minutes of the interval. Some of the experi

mental group studied the nouns liarloc}.lately after studying the verbs, 

others studied then followin?^ a rest of four minutes, ar.cl stiH others 

after a rest of ei^t minutes. Thus the interpolated learning caae at 

different intervals after learning. The control group sang songs dur

ing the entire twenty-one minute period. The lowest retention score 

was for interpolated sti>dy immediately after learning. The longer ihe 

rest period between learn in i: and interpolated study, the higher the 

retention score was. Hetention after ts«enty*-faur hours showed little 

l%orman 1. Kunn, *:.r'.'>iolo y, (l̂ ew York: Houghton ! ifflin 
Company, 19ii6), 163 • 

^7F, J» Houlaiian, «Iimediac:v' ef Interpolated Learning and Amount 
of lietentioni" Journal of ^uc&titmal Psychology, XUCII (19hl), 

37-^-
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loss fcr the control cToup, in comparison to a marked loss for 

the experimental r^oup. 



CHAPTKR IV 

EXPRRB̂ EOTAI. PaoCEDUIE 

Source of Bate 

The universe for the Q-sorts used in this study i s the l i s t 

that was devised for a doctoral study^l^ Several typing classes and 

one homeroom at iiay High School in Corpus ^hrist i , Texas, made l i s t s 

of their own characterist ics , characteristics which they liked in 

friends, and tra i t s which they disl iked. Two physiology classes at 

Buitank H i ^ School in San ^ t o n i o , Texas, l i s ted their om trai ts 

and those idiich they liked in others. In conversations vlth colle :o 

g i r l s . Individually and in small croups, differences between intimate 

and casual friends were dlscus^d* An inTcrrr;! tabiilation was made 

of these resu l t s . Posit ive, negative, and neutral staterients were 

devised to f i t the categories of self, i . e . , statements of self-ccn-

ceptj others, i . e . , statements of relationship vath casual friendsj 

friends, i« e . , statements of relationship with close friendsj and 

acceptance of self . The neutral sta^mmnts XK^TQ- omitted since the 

forced--normal dlSorilutitjn of the final sorts would take care of the 

neutral reactic:is. A tentative l i s t of one hundred and twenty state

ments, sixty positive and sixty ner:tive, was made. The rositivo and 

no ative statements were not &imi^s true opposites. 

•̂ "̂r'reeoe, op. c i t . 

lU 
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Two professors of educational psychology, a number of graduate 

students in educational psychology, and a number of persons itio WCT*e 

psychologically unsophisticated eanmined the statements and made sujTges-

tions. 

In order to eliminate statements which were always or never ccai-

sidered as positive or negative, several exploratory sorts were made. 

The piles were designated, respectively, items which were most descriptive 

of the self or ideal, sonetines descriptive and so etlmes not descriptive, 

and those least descriptive. A total of one hundred and fifty-nine stu

dents selected from two sailor English sections at Burbank Vocational 

Sdiool in Ssn Antonio, Texas, two senior hoTierooms at Taylor High School 

in Taylor, Texas, m d one sophomore educational psycholosr class at the 

University of Texas made the preliminary sorts. 

The tabulaticns fro the sorts made by these students showed 

that only eleven of the one hundred and tw^ity Items were put in a parti

cular pile less than ten per cent of the time. Therefore, all one hundrod 

and twenty items were retained for the final Q-imiverse, or list of 

statements,° 

Procedure 

Sixty Texas Tedinolo^ical College freshaan women residing in 

Knapp Hall were the subjects in this st\idy. They were divided into six 

groups of ten each. The percentile scores on the American Psychological 

Examination were used to equate the intelllTenrp level Of the three groups .20 

19The Q*4iniv«rse is shown In the Appendix, p. 27. 
2%ee Appendix, p. 26. 
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An index of value orientations vjas used to estimate the social 

status of the individuals.21 All the individuals were placed in the 

upper-middle social class according to this scale. The age range for 

the subjects was from seventeen to twenty-one. The mean age was 18.5. 

Qroups I, III, and V were used as the ccaitrol groups, and Groups 

II , IV, and VI were used as the experimental groups. 

Each member of Qroup I was asked to sort the one hundred and 

twenty cards Into nine piles ranging from these statements which she 

f e l t were most like her or the person diosen, to those statements vhich 

were least like her. The distribution, which iB the sane one that i s 

used in the study mentioned previously22, is shown in Table 1. One 

week later each ranber of Qroup I rei^eated the self-c^:rt. 

Table 1 

The Forced Normal Distribution for ths Q-Universe 

Most like Least like 

Pile nuniber 0 1 2 3 1 * 5 6 7 8 

Number of cards 2 5 13 2li 32 2U 13 5 2 

Each XQfflnber of Qroap II f i r s t did a self-eort and then a sort 

on her concept of her best fariend, a casual friend, and her self-ideal. 

Each did three other sorts besides the selfHSort. One week later each 

•̂kJarson '̂cQuire and Gecr-x; B. White, "The Meas\irement of Social 
Status" (Department of Educational Psycliolo 2", The University of Texas, 
Mfly, 1952) (¥lraeo^aphed). 

2?See Chapter 1, p. 3» 
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girl repeated the self-eort. 

Cbroup III did a self-ldeal-eort, whereas. Group IV f irs t did a 

self-ideal-sort and then a sort on her concept of her best friend, a 

casual friend, and her s e l i - ort. After one week, each repeated the 

ideal-sort. 

Each member of Group V did a sort on her best friend, vihile Croup 

VI did a sort on her best friend, a self-sort, the Ideal-eort, and a sort 

on a casual friend. After a period of one TOCV, each repeated the best-

friend-sort. 

Treatm€nt of Data 

A Pearson Product Moment Coefficient of Correlation was obtained 

for the f i r s t md last sort dene by each person. The correlations were 

converted into a» scores in order that the mean, standard deviation, and 

t scores could be derived.23 

23charles C. Peters and W. E. Van Voorhis,Statistical Procedixres 
and ihelr ; athematical Bases, (Hew Ycrki IcOraT -̂HUl Book Company, Inc., 
mO), 155-157. 



CHAPTER V 

RESULTS 

This study, conducted to ascertain whether or not some factor 

which is similar to retroactive inhibition was operative i*ien the Q-

technique was used by one person for more than one sort, yielded data 

which are shown in the tables. 

Table 2 shows the correlations, the z» scores, the means, 

standard deviations, and t scores for Qronp I, who did the self-

sorts with no interpolated sorts, and apoup II, who did the self-

sorts with the interpolated sorts. 

Table 3 shows the correlations, the z* scores, the means, 

standard deviations, and the t score for C^oup III, who did the 

ideal-sorts with no interpolated sorts, and group IV, who did the 

ideal-sorts with the interpolated sorts. 

Table h shows the correlations, the z^ scores, the means, 

standard deviations, and the t score for Qroup V, who did the best-

friend-sorts with no interpolated sorts, and Qroup VI, who did the 

best-friend-sorts with the interpolated sorts. 

18 
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Table 2 

The Comparison on the Self-^orts of Group I Who Had No Interpolated 

Sorts and Qroup II H/ho liad Interpolated Sorts 

Subject 

1 

2 

3 

U 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

^1 

•6U7 

.186 

•I4I4I1 

•727 

.77U 

. 660 

. 7 3 2 

.339 

. 8 0 7 

.683 

^2 

•80U 

.702 

.8Qli 

.761 

.755 

.771 

•820 

.60c 

.729 

»650 

1 

0,77 

0.19 

O.liS 

0.92 

lt03 

0,80 

0.93 

0.U3 

1,12 

0.8U 

Mat^-.751 

*^tisc.ia5 

' '2 

1.11 

0.87 

l O l 

1,00 

0.98 

1.03 

l t l 6 

1.10 

0.93 

0»76 

M̂ , :a.007 

y JB 2 

^iSignifleant at the 5/̂  l e v ^ of confidence 
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Table 3 

The Comparison on the Ideal«€orts of Ĉ oup III Vlho Had No Interpolated 

Sorts and Qraap IV Who Had Interpolated Sorts 

I I I M l . I . I 11 I I 

Subject r^ rĵ  z»^ z» 

1 .637 .712 0.75 0.89 

2 .775 .835 

3 .513 .017 

li ,676 .699 

5 .895 .601 

6 .6U0 .758 

7 .836 .679 

8 .63U .777 

9 .686 .830 

10 .817 .859 

1.03 

0.57 

0,62 

1.1*5 

0.76 

1.21 

0.75 

0.8U 

1.15 

M̂ , -0.93 
^ 3 

1.27 

1.15 

0.87 

0.69 

0.99 

0.82 

l.Oli 

1.19 

1.29 

M,, -1.02 

rz , - .225 2̂.» • •̂ 5>2 

*t» .756 

mot significant at 5^ level of confidence 
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Table U 

The Comparison on the Eest-I riend-Sorts of Qroup V ;Vho Had Mo 

Interpolated Sorts and Croup VI TSIho Had Interpolated Sorts 

1 ' ' 1 1 1 1 I I ' = 

Subject 

1 

2 

3 

U 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

^5 

.332 

.735 

.768 

.732 

.729 

.611 

.663 

•527 

M9 

•683 

^6 

.732 

.768 

.866 

.586 

.7)45 

.800 

.eci 

.621* 

.712 

z«^ 

0.35 

0.9U 

1.02 

0.93 

0.93 

0.71 

0.80 

0.65 

0.87 

0,81* 

5 
0" %\^ « 

,80U 

>185 or 

*t-1.93 

- \ 

0.93 

1.02 

1.32 

0.67 

1.19 

0.96 

1.10 

1.10 

0.73 

0,89 

. . , - .190 

•»Not significant a t 5/i level of confidence 



CHAPTER VI 

DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS 

The results of this study show that for this particular popula

tion and this particular experiment that there was no retroactive 

inhibition, as defined in chapter one, when the Q-technique was used 

for more than one sort by the same person. The mean correlations 

were higher for Qroups II, IV, and VI lAio had interpolated sorts. 

The mean correlation was significantly higher for Group II, who did 

the self-sorts with the interpolated sorts. If retroactive inhibition 

had been operating, the mean correlations would have been significantly 

lower when the subjects did the sorts with the interpolated sorts. 

Nine degrees of freedom were used, and a t score of 2.26 would 

be needed at the five per cent level and 3.25 at the one per cent level 

in order to reject the hypothesis that the difference between the means 

was zero. The only figure that was significant at the five per cent 

level of confidence was the difference in the means between the self-

sorts, A t score of 2.iil5 was found between the means of the self-

sorts, a t of .756 was found between the means of the ideal-sorts, and 

a t of 1.93 was found between the means of the best-friend-sorts. The 

difference between the means of the ideal-sorts and the best-friend-

sorts was not significant at the five per cent level, and therefore 

could be due to chance factors. 

The trend in all cases, and significantly so in the self-sorts, 
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was in the direction of a higher correlation when there were interpolated 

sorts, seems to indicate that there is some factor other than retroactive 

inhibition in operation when a person does one sort followed by other 

sorts. 



CHAPTER VII 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

This investigation has attempted to determiiie whether some 

factor similar to retroactive inhibition was operative when the Q-

tiechnlque was used by one person for more than one sort. One hundred 

and twenty self-reference statements were given to sixty freshman girls 

divided into six equated groups of ten each. Group I did the self-sorts 

with no interpolations, while Group II did the self-sorts with interpo

lations. Qroup III did the ideal-sorts with no interpolations, iî cireas 

Group IV did the ideal-sorts with three interpolations. Group V did 

the best-friend-sorts with no interpolations, whereas Group VI did the 

best-friend-sorts with three interpolations. 

For this particular population and this partic\ilar experiiaent, 

it can be concluded that no retroactive inhibition, as defined, occurred 

^ e n a person did a self-sort, an ideal-sort, and a best-friend-sort 

followed by other sorts. Some factor other than retroactive inhibition 

was in operation when a person did a self-sort followed by other sorts. 

2U 
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Table 1 

The Pci'centile Rating on the A^ierican ^sycholor^cal 

Examination for Each caroup 

t • 

Subject 

1 

2 

3 

h 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

1 

95 

81 

76 

61 

53 

hh 

39 

29 

52 

h 

2 

99 

80 

76 

68 

53 

Uh 

37 

23 

53 

9 

3 

96 

81 

16 

61 

53 

hh 

37 

23 

53 

6 

ca*oup 

95 

ei 

76 

61 

53 

hh 

37 

23 

53 

9 

^ 

p 

95 

81 

76 

61 

53 

U9 

37 

23 

53 

37 

6 

93 

01 

76 

61 

53 

h9 

37 

3 

53 

37 
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Q-UNIVERSE 

elf - concept 

1. I am intelligent. 
2. I am unintelligent. 
9« I loose my temper easily, 
10, I am even tempered. 
17. . I am a hard worker. 
18, I am lazy. 
25. I have a good sense of humor. 
26. I have a poor si^se of humor. 
33. I keep my feelings under control, 
34. I express my emotions freely, 
41. I am relaxed and unworried. 
42, I am tense and worried, 
49. I approve of myself as I am. 
50. I disapprove of myself as I am. 
57. I feel sheer joy in living. 
5S. I feel depressed. 
65. I am successful in what I try to do. 
66, I am unsuccessful in what I try to do, 
73. I dislike dirty jokes, 
74. I enjoy a good off-color joke. 
81. I am a healthy person. 
82, I often just don^t feel well, 
89. I make my own decisions, 
90, I let other people make up my mind for me. 
97. I am like other people, 
98. I am different from other peoples 
105. I am a warm friendly person, 
106, I am a cool reserved person. 
113. I face life the xvay it is. 
114. I refuse to face up to the unpleasant things about my life. 

asual relationships 

3. I feel at ease in any group. 
4. I feel alone in a group. 
11, I feel that I am \mderstood and appreciated by my family. 
12, I seem to have trouble getting along with members of my family, 
19. I feel shy and self-conscious, 
20, I feel sure of myself. 
27. I feel that I show my self to others just as I really am. 
28. I feel that I shov/ my self just as I really am only when I feel safe. 
35. I feel that I am thoughtful of others. 
36. I feel that I think only of myself, 
43. I dislike for anyone to tell me what to do, 
44. I v/ant others to tell me v;hat to do. 
51. I want to v.'ork alone, 
52, I dislike working alone. 
59. I feel that I get along well with people, 
60, I have difficulty in getting along v.'ith people, 
67. I like to do things for others. 
68, I dislike the feeling I have of being used by people. 

file:///mderstood


pect me, 
rt 1 to show me the respect that I want. 
83. I am careful to avoid hurting others. 
84. I say what I think regardless of the feelings of others, 
91. I feel most comfortable with those of my own age, 
92. I feel uncomfortable with those of my ovm age. 
99. I like almost everybody I meet, 
100. I dislike a good many people. 
107. I want others to live by their o\m standards, 
108, I v/ant to reform people, 
115. I feel more at ease with those of my own sex, 
116, I feel more at ease with those of the opposite sex, 

ationship with close friends 

stick v.rith my friends under any circumstances, 
I drop my friends when they misbehave, 
enjoy v;arm, close relationships with others, 
am imcomfortable in v/arm, close relations v/ith others, 
do not expect to be repaid for what I do for my friends, 
want my friends to do as much for me as I do for them, 
am tolerant of the standards and ideals of my friends. 
expect ray friends to have the same ideals and standards that I have, 
feel joys and sorrows xifith my friends. 
feel only my oî m joys and sorrows, 
am tolerant of the religion of my friends, 
want my friends to share my ideas on religion. 
give an honest answer when my friends ask for an opinion, 
am afraid of hurting my friends' feelings ijhen I disagree with them, 
am loyal to ny friends at all times, 
don*t stick r.p for my friends against opposition. 
trust my friends with my secrets. 
trust no one v.dth my secrets. 
ask favors of my friends easily, 
find it difficult to ask favors of my friends. 
feel comfortable vdth my friends v;hen we don't talk, 
feel that I must talk when Vm. with my friends, 
say no to my friends if I feel like it, 
find it difficult to say no to my friends, 
feel that my friends show a real interest in me, 
feel that my friends pry into my business, 
can talk easily with my friends no matter what my mood, 
find it difficult to talk with my friends when I feel moody, 
find it easy to discuss my faults and failures with my friends. 
find it difficult to discuss my faults and failures with my friends. 

ceptance 

7. I make friends easily. 
8. I wish that I could make friends easily. 
15. I am concerned about v/hat people think of me. 
16. I am unconcerned about what people think of me, 
23, I want others to approve of me. 
24, I care little for the approval of others, 
31. I listen to those who disagree with me, 
32. I am unconcerned with others who disagree with me. 

5. 
6, 

13. 
14. 
21. 
22, 
29. 
30. 
37. 
38. 
45. 
46, 
53. 
54. 
61. 
62, 
69. 
70. 
77. 
78. 
85. 
86, 
93. 
94. 

101, 
102. 
109. 
110. 
117. 
118, 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 



4U. 
47. 
4S. 
55. 
56. 
63. 
64. 
71. 
72. 
79. 
80. 
87. 
SB. 
95. 
96. 

103. 
104. 
111. 
112, 
119. 
120. 

± 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

my conversation stimulating, 
am unconcerned if others think my conversation dull, 
like to know what others think of me. 
am afraid of what others think of' me. 
want others to approve of my appearance, 
am unconcerned if others disapprove of my appearance, 
am unconcerned about belonging to the "top" group. 
want to belong to the "top" group. 
am unconcerned about being understood, 
wish that people understood me, 
want others to feel that I am a responsible person, 
am unconcerned whether others think I am responsible, 
wish that I could act naturally, 
wish that I would think before I act, 
am unworried about my future. 
am worried about my future, 
feel at ease in a new situation, 
feel unsure of myself in a new situation, 
am unconcerned with understanding myself, 
wish that I understood myself, 
feel at ease in social situations, 
worry about the correct thing to do in social situations. 
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